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Meade Public Library
Cataloger/Interlibrary Loan Clerk
Job Description

Reports to:    The Director/Head Librarian

Education, Training and Experience Requirements:  This individual should be eighteen years of age and a High School graduate and possess basic computer knowledge.  Familiarity with Microsoft Office products such as Excel and Word is essential to this position.

Skills Requirements:  The person who fills this position must have:

	good keyboarding skills


	the ability to type approximately 30 words per minute


	knowledge of The Dewey Decimal System


	the ability to problem solve and make decisions


Position Summary:  The person who fills this position:

	must have a pleasant and enthusiastic personality with the ability to establish and maintain good working relationships with associates and patrons


	must be responsible and reliable, with an interest in books and reading


	must gain knowledge of library materials, and how to organize and relate them to patrons’ needs and interests


	must have the ability to make decisions in accordance with established procedures, programs and services


	must be on time for work, neatly and appropriately dressed 


	must be flexible and innovative with good individual judgment as well as good communication skills



Duties and Responsibilities (not inclusive):  The person who fills this position must:

	Make reports to the Director/Head Librarian on activities, services,     needs, patron comments and any suggestions for improvements in library operations.


	Act in place of the Director/Head Librarian in carrying out library policies and directing operation in the absence of the Director/Head Librarian.


	Report to the Director/Head Librarian.


	Promote the library and library services in the community.


	Greet and acknowledge patrons as they come in, be courteous.


	See that a high level of patron satisfaction is maintained.  The library is tax supported and so be mindful that the members of the public are your employers.


	Have a general knowledge of the entire library collection and its entire range of service.


	See that the collection is kept in good order and condition.


	Catalog all new materials.


	Have complete knowledge of the circulation system.


	See that accurate circulation statistics are maintained.


	Oversee and be responsible for interlibrary loan procedures and be skilled in use of the Kansas Library Catalog and other library databases.


	Assist the Children’s Librarian in the coordination of the summer            reading program by calling sponsors regarding donations, organizing the book walk at the Meade Co. Fair and performing other such duties as assigned.


	File new patron cards as patrons are added to the circulation system.


	Perform any other duties as assigned (e.g. turning computers on and off, writing book reviews on new fiction, repairing books, preparing monthly stats for ILL, etc.)


	Assist the Director with upkeep and maintenance of library computers.


	Empty the book and A/V drops as needed.


	Accurately shelve returned items that are on the book cart and keep it emptied.


	Maintain the shelves by straightening and shelf reading to be sure everything is in its proper place.


	Edit the item records for memorial items in the catalog and place a “donated in memory of…” label in/on each item.


Physical Requirements:  The person who fills this job must have:

	the ability to lift and carry loads of about 35 pounds and to carry these 100 feet several times in a three hour period.


	the ability to stand for long periods without sitting.


	the ability to kneel, bend and stoop numerous times during a three hour period.


	the ability to hear patrons speaking in a conversational voice and on the telephone.


	the ability to speak clearly and audibly.


Regular Hours:  The person who fills this position must be able to work a regular schedule of 28 hours/week generally consisting of 9:00am-5:00pm (with a one hour lunch break) Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday.  This position has paid vacation and sick leave as well as Holidays off with pay as outlined in the Personnel Policy of the Meade Public Library.

Kansas Public Employee Retirement System (K.P.E.R.S):  This position is a KPERS eligible position and as such the person who fills this position will be enrolled on the first day of employment into the KPERS system if he/she has not already been enrolled and standard KPERS related payroll deductions will apply.

Pay:  This position earns $8.75 per hour, before standard deductions, with an approximate number of annual hours of 1,464.  The Board of Trustees sets the per hour rate of all employees of the Meade Public Library and based on Budget concerns, the rate of pay is subject to change at any time without prior notice.  New employees may start at a lower rate of pay than the listed per hour rate for this position with the opportunity for a merit raise after six (6) months of continuous employment.


